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ABSTRACT: For some time we have been espousing the integrated design of structure-

foundation systems. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the practical 

implementation of this in evaluating the response of a multi-storey framed structure 

supported on pile foundations. We use the features available in SAP 2000 and Ruaumoko 

to model the nonlinear soil-pile response and also the opening and closing of gaps 

between the pile shaft and the soil when the piles are embedded in cohesive soils. Our 

objective in using SAP2000 is to demonstrate how the features in a commercially 

available software suite are capable of contributing to realistic modelling of both the 

above ground structure and the pile foundation beneath the ground. Selected results from 

analysis presented in this paper indicate the importance of looking at the structure and 

foundation together as a single entity. If the results from fixed base analysis are 

used in design, the distribution of actions throughout the structure could be 

significantly different to the actions developed using integrated models. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the significantly different insight gained by modelling the 

complete structure-foundation system rather than using common simplifications. The aim of the 

development of the model of the integrated system using Ruaumoko (Carr 2005) and SAP2000 (CSI 

2009) was to represent the structure and foundation with a level of detail that allowed the response 

throughout the two to be analysed. To achieve this, a structural component model was used, 

representing each physical beam and column in the structure as an element in the model. Non-linearity 

of both the structure and the piles was able to be represented in the model. Each pile foundation was 

represented individually, with pile-soil interaction modelled using springs that could detach and 

reattach to the pile shaft and represent the soil compressive non-linearity.  In this analysis, a single 

frame of a structure was analysed, with the response confined to actions and displacements within this 

plane. Monotonic pushover and time history analyses of the system were performed to highlight the 

effect of the integrated modelling approach on the response.  The complexities of the foundation 

models were also varied to show how different levels of detail can influence response. 

2 STRUCTURE-FOUNDATION CHARACTERISTICS 

This paper focuses on a ten storey commercial reinforced concrete building with five bays, supported 

by single, end bearing pile foundations beneath each of the structural columns. Soil conditions at the 

site were represented by a 25 m deep homogenous stiff clay deposit overlying rigid bedrock (Soil 

Class C from NZS1170.5 (SNZ 2004)).   

2.1 Structural Design 

The prototype ten storey commercial building was a moment resisting reinforced concrete frame 

designed for the ultimate limit state using current New Zealand design standards (SNZ 2004, 2006). 

As indicated in Figure 1a, the structure was five bays long, with each bay 7.5 m wide. The first storey 
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was 4.50 m in height, with upper storey heights of 3.65 m. The reinforced concrete frame supported 

precast concrete floor slabs with 65 mm of site poured concrete topping. The roof of the structure was 

also constructed of reinforced concrete, adding an additional level of seismic mass to the structure. A 

nominally ductile (ductility 1.25) and a limited ductility (ductility 3) structure were designed for a 

return period of 500 years in the Wellington region. Frames were designed using the modal response 

spectrum method, with allowance for torsional and P-delta effects following loading code procedures. 

Frames were designed to be as close as possible to the code inter-storey drift limit of 2.5%, while still 

adhering to the limits on reinforcement outlined in NZS3101:2006 (SNZ 2006).  

Both frames were designed using SAP2000 without any allowance for the effect of the foundation 

system, with column bases fully fixed. To account for cracking on member stiffness, effective 

moments of inertia of members were used following modifications of the gross moment of inertia 

defined by NZS 3101:2006.  Flexural reinforcement was designed to develop a sway mechanism to 

resist seismic lateral forces, with hinging permitted at beam ends and the base of the ground floor 

columns. 
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Figure 1.  Details of a) the structural frame used in analysis; b) Winkler spring pile model 

2.2 Pile Design 

Piles were designed using the loads at the base of the structural columns from response spectrum 

analysis.  Using design approach from NZS3101, piles were sized to remain elastic for these loads. 

The foundations of the structure were reinforced concrete, cast in drill hole (CIDH) end bearing piles 

and were designed to remain elastic during loading.  The undrained shear strength of the clay at the 

site was assumed to be 75 kPa, with a shear modulus of 17 MPa and a unit weight of 18 kN/m3. At 

ground level, tie-beams were used to connect the head of each pile and provide some rotational 

restraint.  The ground floor concrete slab was 125 mm thick over the structural footprint, however this 

was ignored in the analysis as it provided minimal additional stiffness compared to the tie-beams, and 

would contribute little following cracking of the concrete. Apart from the connections created by the 

tie-beams, it was assumed that adjacent piles had little influence on one another given the spacing 

between them (Cox et al. 1974). In this paper the analysis is confined to piles with a 1000 mm 

diameter cross section and 40 MPa concrete, the size of piles required for the foundation system for 

the nominally elastic structure. Even though the limited ductility structure required smaller piles due to 

reduced structural actions, the same foundation sizes were used to provide a consistent comparison 

between the responses of the two structures. 

3 RUAUMOKO MODEL 

A model of the integrated structure-foundation system was created in Ruaumoko to perform non-linear 

dynamic time history analyses. The structure and foundation were modelled to account for hysteretic 

and dynamic behaviour of the system. Kinematic interaction can be accounted for in the analysis by 

applying displacement histories at each pile soil spring level, with displacement inputs calculated from 

one dimensional site analysis. 
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3.1 Structure 

The structural elements were modelled using beam and beam column elements. Member non-linearity 

was represented using hinges at the end of each beam and at the base of the columns, with hysteretic 

behaviour modelled using the Modified Takeda approach (Otani 1971). Beam yield moments were 

defined directly, while the column base response was defined using a yield interaction surface. 

Each floor was modelled as a rigid diaphragm with the total horizontal mass of each floor lumped at 

each level. The vertical mass at each floor level was applied at the column nodes and calculated based 

on the tributary area of floor space of each node. The effect of the distributed loads across each floor 

level were represented in Ruaumoko by applying fixed end moments to each beam, calculated using 

the tributary area of each beam. 

Elastic structural viscous damping was modelled by defining appropriate Rayleigh damping 

coefficients to the structure to provide 5% viscous damping to the fundamental mode, and at least 3% 

to every other mode (Carr 2005). Ruaumoko material specific Rayleigh damping coefficients were 

used to apply damping characteristics only to the structure and pile elements. 

3.2 Foundation 

The pile foundations in Ruaumoko were modelled using a Winkler spring approach shown in Figure 

1b that has been previously verified using field test data (Wotherspoon 2009, Wotherspoon et al. 

2010a, 2010b).  At each depth indicated by the elements in Figure 1b, elements were arranged in a 

series radiation damping configuration, a term coined by Wang et al. (1998) to describe a non-linear 

hysteretic element in series with a linear visco-elastic element. This configuration means that forces 

radiating from a pile must first travel through the hysteretic zone before being radiated away. The 

spring closest to the pile, labelled hysteretic spring in Figure 1b, models the detachment of the soil, the 

gap opening, and the non-linear compressive behaviour of soil. The outer spring, labelled elastic 

spring in Figure 1b, models the elastic stiffness characteristics of the soil. When the force in the inner 

spring reduces to zero and detaches, no actions are transferred to the outer spring and dashpot, 

ensuring that actions only develop when the soil is in contact with the pile. Dashpot characteristics for 

horizontal radiation damping were established based on elastic theoretical solutions reported for 

vibration of a pile by Gazetas and Dobry (1984).  
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Figure 2. Modelling of soil response a) Ruaumoko soil model prior to compressive yield; b) 

Ruaumoko following compressive yield; c) SAP2000 backbone curve 

In order to accurately model the development and growth of gaps adjacent to the pile, the force-

displacement characteristics of the soil springs on each side of the pile were represented using a 

compression only bi-linear relationship as illustrated in Figure 2a and b. In the compressive range, the 

bi-linear relationship was fitted to the force-displacement characteristics of each spring developed 

from the p-y relationship at that depth and the tributary length of foundation for each spring. Each soil 

spring was pre-stressed to account for the horizontal in-situ soil stresses present in the soil due to the 

soil overburden pressure, represented by the solid circle in Figure 2a. 
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4 SAP2000 MODEL 

The integrated structure foundation system model developed in SAP2000 was a simplified version of 

the Ruaumoko model in that is was created for monotonic pushover analyses. Models were created to 

represent a single frame of the structure and the foundation system beneath the frame. Gradually 

increasing pushover loads were applied using the inverted triangle pattern of the equivalent static 

method from NZS 1170.5 at the centre of mass of each floor level. 

4.1 Structure 

Structural elements were modelled using frame elements with cross sectional characteristics defined 

during the design process. Both beams and columns were modelled with rigid end zones equal to the 

length of the members in the beam column joint. This was able to account for the stiffness of the beam 

column joints and forced beam plastic hinges to occur at the column face. Member non-linearity was 

modelled by defining the reinforcement details of each member from the design process using the 

Section Designer. Hinges were then defined at the end of each beam and at the base of the ground 

floor columns. Plastic hinge lengths were equal to two thirds of the depth of their respective cross 

sections. 

Diaphragm constraints were applied to all nodes at each floor level. Distributed vertical permanent and 

imposed loads were applied at each floor as distributed loads along each beam element. The base 

nodes of each column were connected to the top of a pile model using a rigid connection between the 

columns and the piles to transfer bending moment, shear, and both tensile and compressive axial loads. 

4.2 Foundation 

An approach similar to the Ruaumoko model was used to represent the pile foundations in SAP2000, 

but instead of springs and dashpots at each level as in Figure 1b, only single springs were used on 

either side of the pile. Piles were represented using frame elements with lengths equal to half the pile 

diameter, and as indicated previously, the piles were assumed to remain elastic. Soil was modelled 

using multi-linear elastic link elements on both sides of the pile, which were attached to the nodes at 

the end of each foundation frame element. These link elements were used to model the non-linear 

response of the soil in both the tensile and compressive range. 

As this model was subjected to monotonic loads, the link elements were defined using a backbone 

curve shown schematically in Fig. 2c. The elastic stiffness (KE) was defined using the approach of 

Vesic (1961) and the tributary length of pile for springs on each side of the pile. In the compressive 

range, the response is tri-linear, with the yield forces fy1 and fy2 defined to fit the py curve for stiff clay 

defined by Matlock (1970), where fy2 is the ultimate load. In the post-yield range beyond fy2, the slope 

of the curve was equal to 1% of the elastic slope.  

To model the development of a gap behind the pile, the insitu stresses in the soil need to be accounted 

for, otherwise the gap would open down the pile as soon as any horizontal load was applied. To 

represent this, a positive yield force (Fg) was defined for the backbone curve equal to the insitu 

horizontal stress multiplied by the tributary area of each spring. This way, links provide stiffness in the 

tensile range up to the insitu horizontal stress, with the stiffness reducing to zero beyond this to 

represent the gap development. The slope of backbone curve was zero in this range, and the link 

carried no additional load. 

5 ANALYSIS 

A modal analysis of each model was carried out to indicate the effect of the addition of foundation 

flexibility on the modal characteristics. The periods of the nominally elastic model increased by 4.1% 

for mode 1, and by 4.5% for mode 2 compared to the fixed base model.  Period increases of the 

limited ductility model were equal to 3.9% and 4.5% for the first and second mode respectively. The 

elastic viscous damping for both integrated models also increased by approximately half a percent.  In 
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terms of design spectral acceleration, these small changes in period and viscous damping will have 

little effect. 

Three different configurations for foundation representation were used during analysis: 

1. Fixed Base (FB) – ignores the foundation and assumes structure fixed at the base of the 

columns 

2. Elastic Foundation (EF) – only the elastic response of the foundations is represented, which 

could also be represented as a single rotational and horizontal spring attached to the base of 

each column. 

3. Full inelastic model (IF) -  full compressive and tensile non-linearity 

Another important variable that is investigated is the pile head fixity characteristics and the influence 

of tie beams at the head of the pile. 

5.1 Effect of integrated model on design pile actions 

To show the effect of the integrated modelling approach on design actions in the pile, a monotonic 

pushover analysis of the SAP2000 model with an inelastic foundation model was carried out. Models 

with a fixed pile head (FH), a free pile head (FrH) and piles with tie beams at ground level (MR) were 

used. The corresponding bending moment profiles down the pile length are presented in Figure 3a, 

where results have been normalised by the peak bending moment in the fixed head pile. These results 

show the large variation in bending moments, with the free and fixed head results forming bounds.  As 

the degree of rotational restraint at the pile head is reduced, values reduce at the ground level until the 

peak bending moments are shifted to some depth (approximately 5 m in this figure) below the ground 

surface. 
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Figure 3. Normalised bending moment profile with depth a) effect of pile head fixity; b) comparison 

between integrated model and single pile 

If we then assume that the structure has a fixed base, the shear and bending moment at the base of the 

columns can be determined. If we also assume that the structure and the foundation system are two 

separate systems, a design approach would be to apply these loads to the top of an isolated pile. The 

pile bending moment profiles for these loads are presented in Figure 3b for a fixed head (FH Pile) and 

a free head (FrH Pile) isolated pile. Bending moments from the previous integrated analysis for the 

same fixity conditions are also plotted on this figure, with all values normalised by the peak bending 

moment in the fixed head pile (FH). At the head of the pile, the isolated fixed head pile developed 

bending moments that were 20% smaller than the fixed head pile from the integrated model. Moving 

down the pile, the differences in these two models reduced. Understandably, there was a large 

difference in the response of the two free head piles, as the integrated model accounted for the restraint 
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provided by the overlying structure.  Peak values for the free head isolated pile were double that of the 

integrated model.  Depending on the fixity conditions, this approach of separating the structure and 

foundation can both overestimate and underestimate the demands. 

The actual response of the system will be somewhere in between the fixed head and free head 

response. The rotational restraint at the head of the pile comes from the structure above, the tie-beams, 

and the pile caps. Knowledge of how this will restrain the head of the pile is needed before a true 

depiction of the design level actions can be defined, as well as approaching the system as a whole 

rather than splitting into separate entities. This will also influence the distribution of loads in the 

structure above, details of which are presented in Section 5.3. Layout of pile shaft reinforcement may 

be totally inadequate if the wrong level of fixity is assumed. Piles in this analysis were made large 

enough to accommodate the actions developed in all fixity cases for the integrated model, but would 

have yielded under the design loads calculated using the free head, isolated pile approach. 

5.2 Effect of integrated model on structural response 

To provide an indication of the effect of the foundation model on the response of the integrated 

system, a monotonic pushover analysis of the nominally elastic structure was carried out in SAP2000 

using the fixed base (FB), elastic foundation (EF), and inelastic foundation (IF) models. 
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Figure 4. Integrated model structural response a) Force displacement response; b) inter-storey drifts 

The applied force and displacement of the top floor of the structure is shown in Figure 4a, where force 

is normalised by the peak triangular force distribution, and displacement normalised by the peak top 

floor displacement of the fixed base model. The additional flexibility provided by the elastic 

foundation increases the displacements over the range of applied loads, while at higher loads the non-

linearity of the model has a more pronounced effect. The reasons behind this can be shown by the 

peak inter-storey drifts summarised in Figure 4b, with values normalised by the peak drift for the fixed 

base model at each level. This figure clearly shows that the foundation has the most influence at the 

lower levels, while higher up the structure the response is almost identical to the fixed base in terms of 

drift levels. Results also show the effect of foundation non-linearity, with the elastic model increasing 

the drift by 60%, and the non-linear model increasing the drift by over 80%.  

Both sets of results show the influence of the inclusion of foundation non-linearity on the response of 

the integrated system.  These effects are likely to increase for smaller diameter piles, or less competent 

soil, further emphasising the importance of accounting for the foundation non-linearity. In design both 

the foundation flexibility and non-linearity should be considered. 
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5.3 Effect of pile head fixity on integrated model response 

The characteristics of the moment resisting tie-beams influence the degree of rotational restraint 

provided to the head of each pile. Performing non-linear time history analyses using the Ruaumoko 

integrated model, a range of moment-resisting tie-beam properties were analysed and results are 

presented in terms of the normalised effective flexural rigidity (NEFR), which is the effective flexural 

rigidity of the tie-beam section (EIeffB) normalised by the effective flexural rigidity of the structural 

columns (EIeffC). 

Figure 5a presents the reduction in the rotation at the base of the end column as the NEFR of the tie-

beam section was increased. At lower NEFR values there is a rapid reduction in the rotation at the 

base of the piles, but as the NEFR increases the rate of reduction of column base rotation significantly 

reduces. Following on from data presented previously, Figure 5b shows that as the NEFR of the tie-

beam was increased, the ground level bending moment increased and the bending moment below the 

first floor level decreased. Bending moments in this figure are normalised by the bending moment at 

the top and bottom of the ground floor columns for the fixed head condition, as it represents a bound 

on the bending moments. As the tie-beam NEFR increased the bending moment approached the 

bounding values represented by unity. 

To provide an indication of the size of tie-beams required to move response towards the fixed head 

characteristics, a 10% offset was used from the normalised bending moment of 1 that corresponds to 

the fully fixed characteristics. Tie-beams were assumed to be square and constructed of 35 MPa 

concrete. To develop a bending moment at the column top 10% offset from the fixed head condition (a 

normalised bending moment of 1.1), the required tie beam dimensions at ground level were 1.35 m 

square.  For a 10% offset at the column base (a normalised bending moment of 0.9), the dimensions 

were 1.25 m square. Clearly significant members are required to restrict the rotation of the pile head, 

and the size of tie-beams elements must be balanced against the distribution of actions in the structure 

and foundation. This is important for design, as the level of rotational restraint must be understood. 
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Figure 5. Effect of moment resisting tie-beam flexural rigidity on maximum pile head rotation and 

bending moment in the ground floor columns 

5.4 Future analysis 

Future analysis will focus on the response of ductile structures and a range of height and bay 

configurations. Ductile structures will reduce the load levels transferred to the foundations following 

the development of plastic hinges in the structure. The foundation is effectively isolated from the 

structure at this point due to the hinging at the base of the column and the associated dissipation of 

energy. This reduction in load will allow for reduced foundation dimensions, while the pile shaft can 

still remain elastic. Variation of the soil properties and pile dimensions will be also investigated, given 
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the very stiff clays used in this analysis.  This will increase the soil non-linearity that develops in the 

foundation and influence the structural response. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Using SAP2000 and Ruaumoko, integrated models of structures supported by pile foundations were 

developed.  

 A range of analysis provided an insight into the interaction between the structure and 

the foundation.  

 From a designer’s viewpoint, the results presented indicate the importance of looking at the 

structure and foundation together as a single entity.  

 If the results from fixed base analysis are used in design, the distribution of actions throughout 

the structure could be significantly different to the actions developed using integrated models. 

 Additionally, the level of rotational restraint provided at the ground level must be understood 

to be able to accurately characterise the structural and the foundation response. 
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